



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































From Drama Lovers to Moviegoers: The Formation and Historical Significance 
of the “Female Audience” Group in Shanghai during the Late Qing Dynasty and 
the Early Republic of China
Xu Yaning
In Shanghai during the late Qing Dynasty and the early republican period, cultural consumption was no longer an activity that satisfied the 
enjoyment of the privileged class, but was incorporated into the modern business operation system and became part of the daily life of the general 
public. With the increasing trend of women’s emancipation at this time, the “female audience” group in the modern sense began to generate and 
presented a process of change from “drama lovers” to “moviegoers”. The formation of the “female audience” group not only breaks the gap 
between women and cultural consumption in traditional society, but also effectively expands the social scope of women. It can be regarded as an 
important part of the transformation of China’s social modernization.
Chen Xulu’s Research Life (part 1)
Zhou Wu
Mr. Chen Xulu is a historian with thoughts and academic thinker who has emerged in his university life. Since the turn of the 1940s and 
1950s he shifted his study from Sinology to modern history, Mr. Chen xulu has involved himself in studying the multifaceted and metabolic 
modern society day and night, studying the path where the nation and the people has taken in the hundred years and the future to go. Even in the 
age when the roar of great criticism annihilated everything, he still insisted on probing into the crux of national suffering with fireflies. After the 
end of “The Cultural Revolution”, in the severe reflection of the incident, Mr. Chen finished the writing of the history imbued with a hundred 
years of twists and turns with rich historic materials, and finally completed the reconstruction of the discipline system of modern history with 
“metabolism” as the purport, becoming a master in the field of modern history research and an innovative historian.
Illusion and Time: A Brief Discussion on the Productive Mechanism of Western Drama
Zhao Zhen
The production of Art illusion is core to all arts, and it is also an attempt to make artificial time in natural time which is restricted by natural 
time, especially by the concept of time formed by culture. So is western drama. The production mechanism of illusion in western drama is mainly 
composed of logic possibility principle and linguistic rhetoric principle. It is the exploration and pursuit of the world. Ancient Greek civilization 
takes time as space, which determines the different understanding of space in the production of artistic illusion of Western drama from ancient 
Greek drama, modern drama to post-modern drama, showing the logical change of ancient Greek drama embracing “future”, modern drama 
grasping “present”, and post-modern drama falling into “void”. The research on this will help us to understand and grasp western culture, which is 
helpful for the development of Chinese drama.
Non-Linear Narration of the Film: 
Study on the Narrative Structure of the Thriller and Suspense Short Film
Xie Xintong, Shao Yulian
As an important branch of short film, the narrative structure of thriller and suspense short film is very different from other types. The thriller 
and suspense short film mainly adopts non-linear narrative structure, specifically, it can be divided into five structural types: loop nested structure, 
interwoven contrast structure, block structure, stream of consciousness structure and loop structure. In this paper, the five major structures are 
analyzed in detail in order to solve the art secrets of thriller and suspense short films. 
